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SOURCE OF 
DIGITAL SOLUTIONS
Welcome to Digital Star, your trusted partner in the world of cut-
ting-edge printing solutions. As a leading printing machines, 
materials, and ink authorized dealer in Doha - The State of Qatar, 
we pride ourselves on delivering state-of-the-art technology 
that empowers to achieve unparalleled levels of efficiency and 
quality.

At Digital Star, we understand the pivotal role that printing ma-
chinery plays in the success of your operations. With a commit-
ment to innovation and excellence, we curate a diverse range of 
top-tier printing machines to meet the unique needs of our 
clients. Our product line-up reflects the latest advancements in 
the industry.

As a responsible printing machines supplier, we prioritize sus-
tainability. Our commitment to eco-friendly practices is reflect-
ed in the products we offer, promoting energy efficiency and 
environmentally conscious manufacturing processes. When you 
choose Digital Star, you’re not just investing in cutting-edge 
technology – you’re partnering with a company that values the 
planet as much as your success.



VACUUM BLOW PRESS

PRODUCT
SPECIFICATION

               Model No

Work Area     122  *  244 cm 150  *  300 cm 200  *  300 cm

Heaters    Ceramic Oven

Pressing Tons   5 Tons

Vacuum Motor   Works by Oil Pressure

Electricians   Siemens and Schneider

Pressing Height    30cm

Materials    All plastic materials from 0.5 to 8 mm

Heating    Machine heat powder coating

Power    380 volts electricity   

SMVP

*Speci�cations are subject to change without prior notice, all rights reserved

Voltage Regulator   5000W Stabilizer

POWER REQUIREMENTS

www.digitalstarq.com

SMVP
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Terms and Conditions
01. Payment to be made in QR currency.

02. Payment Terms : As mentioned in Quotation.

03. Bank Charges: Any bank charges relevant to the above transactions will be to your account.

04. Any charges, duties, taxes or levies at the ports of entry will be to our account.

05. The charges of loading, boarding and local conveyance of the technician will be to our account.

06. Any required electrical, mechanical and civil site preparation should be done by the customer

        according to our engineer’s requirements.

07. Digital Star Qatar will not be held responsible for delays caused by any damage in the equipment 

        due to shipment, unloading accidents & any related reasons, which is beyond our control.

08. Warranty will be 12 months from the date of installation from Digital Star Qatar. Wear and tear,

       consumables are exempted and warranty can be claimed only if you use the Inks and Services from

       Digital Star Qatar.

09. Service will be free of cost within 12 months from the date of installation.

10. Any claim will be invoice directly to you then we will send for claiming procedure which will take

       45-60 days, if the claim got approved credit note will issued directly.

11. Delivery: As mentioned in quotation
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